
DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Ashis Kumar Some
Tarun Kr. Some
10518

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Mondita Borah
Lt. Nandeswar Borah
10519

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Purabi Medhi
Karuna Kanta Medhi
10520

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Parishmita Hazarika
Arun Hazarika
10521

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Pranami Pathak
Gangadhar Pathak
10522

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Karishna Baruah
Parag Kr. Baruah
10523

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Mayuri Medhi
Ratneswar Medhi
10524

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Deboshree Purkayastha
Lt. Debabrata Purkayastha
10525

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Jyotirmoy Kashyap
Jyotish Prasad Sarmah
10526

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Aparna Deka
Rabindra Kr. Deka
10527

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Mouchumi Das
Phulendra Das
10528

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Chyanika Sarma
Atul Sarma
10529

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Krishna Das
Paradip Kr. Das
10530

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Tribeni Pathak
Arun Ch. Pathak
10531

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sankar Sarkar
Manindra Nath Sarkar
10532

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Kangkana Goswami
Nripendra Kr. Dev Goswami
10533

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Suman Das
Bhupendra Kr. Das
10534

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Madurima Borah
Lt. Jiten Borah
10535

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rondhil Deka
Surjya Kanta Deka
10536

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sagarika Adhikary
Samaresh Adhikary
10537

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Abhilash Borthakur
Lt. Monoranjan Borthakur
10538

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Pallavi Neog
Purnananda Neog
10539

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Silpisikha Devi
Deshabhakta Newar
10540

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Hrishikesh Gogou
Hemo Gogoi
10541

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Dipa Kalita
Bani Kanta Kalita
10542

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rima Hazarika
Raju Hazarika
10543

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Akramul Haque
Muhiuddin Ahmed
10544

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Hirak Jyoti Hazarika
Lt. Prafulla Hazarika
10545

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Bharati Baruah
Lt. Nila Kanta Baruah
10546

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Jitu Moni Das
Prabhat Das
10547

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Abdul Mukthadir Mazarbhuiya
Nazim Uddin Mazarbhuiya
10548

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Manashjyoti Deka
Gopeswar Deka
10549

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Banani Das
Hareswar Das
10550

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Pankaj Barhma
Amarendra Brahma
10551

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Mridul Das
Lt. Tarni Das
10552

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Kakali Sarmah
Dr. Tarini Kanta Sarmah
10553

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Eawin zohminglien Thangjom
Ralzolien Thangzom
10554

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sabita Kalita
Nomal Ch. Kalita
10555

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Dulumoni Bora
Dipak Bora
10556

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rupsikha Choudhury
Phulen Choudhury
10557

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rubi Baishya
Ghankanta Baishya
10558

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Kankana Chakraborty
Tapan kr. Chakraborty
10559

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Chayanika Saikia
Jadav Ch. Saikia
10560

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Puja Paul
Nirmalendu Paul
10561

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Kaberi Das
Khanindra Das
10562

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Ankita Konwar
Brojen Konwar
10563

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Nuri Kalita
Biraj Kalita
10564

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Pratibha Jaiswal
Bhagwan Jaiswal
10565

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Trishna Deka
Nagendra Deka
10566

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Brahmadutta Baruah
Madhab Baruah
10567

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Nipan Haloi
Gowardhan Haloi
10568

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Nandita Barman
Lt. Rohine Barman
10569

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rima Mani Devi
Nalini Sarma
10570

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Jaba Moni Das
Amrit Ch. Das
10571

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Subhadra Rabha
Bimal Rabha
10572

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Anupam Sarma
Lakshewar Sarma
10573

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Pushpanjali Deka
Bhubaneswar Deka
10574

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Dharitri Mali
Muhin Mali
10575

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Jutika Nanda Das
Makunda Ch. Das
10576

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Nisangka Choudhury
Kandarpa Choudhury
10577

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Himadri Deka
Bhogeswar Deka
10578

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Debasmita Sarma
Daneswar Sarma
10579

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Snigdha Basumatary
Samar Basumatary
10580

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Deijee Kalita
Nripen Kalita
10581

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Babasri Deka
Banikanta Deka
10582

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Gulshana Begum
Manar Uddin
10583

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Abhijit Kumar Saha
Akhil Ch. Saha
10584

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Dipankar Das
Khagendra Das
10585

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Jitul Das
Lt. Hema Kr. Das
10586

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Ajay Saud
Nripen Saud
10587

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Mridul Das
Khagen Das
10588

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rajdeep Das
Binoy Kr. Das
10589

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Shyamoli Mahanta
Banamali Mahanta
10590

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Hira Kalita
Lt. Manik Ch. Kalita
10591

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sewali Patowari
Lt. Bhagirth Patowari
10592

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Bhagyashree Deka
Upendra Ch. Deka
10593

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rupjyoti Kumar
Ramesh Ch. Kumar
10594

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sukriti Hazarika
Aditya Hazarika
10595

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Pradip Lahkar
Uday Lahkar
10596

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sadhana Goswami
Lt. Bharat Bhushan Goswami
10597

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Hadungshar Swargiary
Anil Ch. Swargiary
10598

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Shyamanta Boro
Biman Ch. Boro
10599

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Suman Adhikary
Bijan Kr. Adhikary
10600

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Dhanjit Choudhury
Manmath Choudhury
10601

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Bandita Deka
Lt. Harakanta Deka
10602

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Chandrameeta Pathak
Lt. Chittaranjan Pathak
10603

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Debabrat Senapati
Bipul Senapati
10604

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Ankita Saloi
Manujyoti Saloi
10605

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Ridip Lahkar
Dulal Lahkar
10606

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rajendra Prasad Bhusal
Danda Pani Bhusal Upadhaya
10607

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Mantu Kalita
Prabin Kalita
10608

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sangita Borah
Bipul Borah
10609

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Dipankar Das
Khangendra Das
10610

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Gunjan Kumar Nath
Kiran Ch. Nath
10611

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Pallabi Devi
Ishwar Upadhyay
10612

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Nayanmani Brahma
Phuleswar Barhma
10613

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Manashjyoti Deka
Gopeswar Deka
10614

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Rajib Kalita
Pramud Kalita
10615

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Swapnali Saikia
Keshab Saikia
10616

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Susanta Bhattacharya
Bhupendra Nath Bhattacharya
10617

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Trishna Barman
Phatik Ch. Barman
10618

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Jitu Das
Mahesh Ch. Das
10619

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sipon Paul
Nikhil Paul
10620

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Sudipta Deb Roy
Lt. Ramendra Deb Roy
10621

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Bagmita Kashyap
Robin Borthakur
10622

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon



DBHRGFTI

Recruitment Test
ADMIT CARD

       Name of the Post                Examination Date Time

  Full Signature of Invigilator  :
M. Borgohain
   (Director)

24/11/2019

CANDIDATES NAME :

FATHER'S NAME :

ROLL NO. :

EXAMINATION CENTRE   :  Assam Engineering Institute, Guwahati

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1. The Examination will commence on the date specified above.

2. The doors of the Examination hall will be opened half an hour before the schedule time and will be closed immediately after
the commencement of the examination. In no case a candidate will be admitted after the examination has commenced.

3. A candidate is required to find his/her own allotted seat. He/She shall take his/her seat at least 15 minutes before the time
scheduled for commencement of the examination. His/her examination shall be liable to be cancelled, if he/she sit at a place
not assigned to him/her.

4. A candidate having completed his/her answer paper (OMR) must hand it over (even if blank) to the invigilator  before leaving
the examination hall. The answerscript must not be left on the desk. No candidate will be allowed to remain in the examina-
tion hall after the end of the examination except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.

5. Candidates are to carry their own blue/black ball point pen and  pencil.

6. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the OMR (and also on the top of the question paper)  distinctly  only his/ her Roll
Number, in the space provided in the OMR (but not his/her name).

7. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the examination hall or have in their possession  during the hours of examination any
printed matter writing or scribbling. Any articles carried into the Examination hall or found in the possession  of a candidate
in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the officer in charge and the candidate concerned be disqualified
and expelled.

8. A candidate in the examination hall shall not in any manner help or try to help any other  candidate nor obtain or try to obtain
any help in any manner from other candidate or other person. Communication  or help of any sort in any form is strictly
forbidden  between a candidate and any other person whether  inside or outside the Examination hall.

9. Candidates must not write any objectionable  or improper  remarks in their answerscript  or attempts in anyway  to render
identification  of the answerscript. Candidates must not write anything on the Admit Card or on the question paper (except
his/her Roll No.).

10. Candidates are required to bring their Admit  Card  into the examination hall and to produce them when required by the
officer in charge/invigilator. They must sign on the Attendance Register as and when directed by the invigilator. Failure to
sign in the Attendance Register will disqualify the candidate.

11. Candidates are warned  that any attempt to use any unfair means at the Examination or any breach or attempted breach  of any
of these or other examination rules, will render liable to expulsion from the examination.

12. The decision of the appropriate authority, in all the above cases or any other matter not mentioned above, shall be final.

13. MOBILE PHONE or any other electronic gadget is/are strictly PROHIBITED inside exam hall. Any one found to be
in possession of any such device may be handed over to POLICE.

14. Candidates will be frisked at the entrance of the exam centre. They are to cooperate in the process.

Mayuri Nath
Bhupen Nath
10623

Assistant Librarian 10:00 AM to 12 Noon


